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The Gourmet Kingdom 

of Macchetti family 
LA TAVERNA is one of the great establishments of the respected 

Macchetti family who owned different kinds of businesses over the 

world. From food catering, hotels, and vineyards, The Macchetti 

family even introduced Ferrari to Hong Kong before there were not 

many vehicles running on the roads. Dr. Giuseppe Macchetti and 

Mr. Aldo Macchetti like working on every detail with their hands. 

Having the charisma to attract high profile customers from all 

industries. La TAVERNA provided these people with a venue to 

develop their businesses while enjoying a sip of Italian red wine in 

the restaurant. 
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Delicate Warmth of a Heart to Heart Service 

On one 6heerful summer afternoon, restaurant manager Sidney told us a story about one 

special customer that appreciated La TAVERNA and Sidney's excellent service. Working in LA 

TAVERNA for over 40 years, Sidney has become sensitive to customer expectations. Once a 

young man came into the restaurant and paid Sidney USD100. That was years ago. Everyone 

was puzzled until Sidney found that, this man was actually the son of a Jewish customer that 

frequently visited LA TAVERNA. The Jewish customer had passed away but in his will he was 

to pay Sidney for his exclusive services over the years, and to let Sidney know that he just 

couldn't forget the taste of LATAVERNA's pizza and salad. 
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Vintage Design 
and Decorations with Cozy Feeling 

Designed by the boss, he made decorations on any piece of furniture anc 
antique in LA TAVERNA. He wanted the customers to share what he feels 
and makes every Italian feels at home when they enter the restaurant. Ever 
the paintings tell the story of an Italian wine cellar and customers will sense 
the romantic Italian atmosphere around them. 

Find the Right Ingredient 
by Finding the Right Chef 
Most locals have little understanding on what authentic Italian cuisine i 
like. LA TAVERNA offers it's diners a lesson in history with stories, told b 
enthusiastic and professional staff. In particular, master Lau serves LI 
TAVERNA's kitchen for decades, and literally knows everything about Italiar 
food, with his master chef skills wheaten from the traditional Italian stream. 

The detailed gourmet food from Northern Italy in contrast to Mediterranear 
cuisine from the South; differs in the way it makes pasta, the quality o 
its olive oil and dining in a place where wines are made from their owl 
vineyards provides for a remarkable experience that will satisfy an 
connoisseur. 
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1 	 I Zuppa di pesce I Seafood soup $118 

This seafood soup is thick and it is the best appetizer of all! 

2 	00JUJARVE / Risotto alla marinara con frutti di mare salsa di promodoro I Risotto with seafood, garlic, chili; 
scallops, shrimps, mussels, in tomato sauce $178 

RlSOTO fl! 	 . 

Risotto is a must have item in Italian cuisine! Maybe Chinese would think the rice is uncooked but it proves the 
elasticity of the dish! 

3 	 / Ossobucco di vitello con risotto alla Milanese /Traditional veal ossobuco with saffron risotto $288 

Ftff 
A Milano style dish with stewed veal and Gremotata sauce. This tender and succulent veal is unforgettable. 

4 	 / Ravioli at salmone / Ravioli with salmon $178 

........................  EH BIT 

Red ravioli is rare, along with the freshest of salmon and the handmade texture found in this delicate dish. 

5 	 Semifreddo alte mandorie/ Homemade Italian ice cream with almonds $78 

ADO, 	fit, 

This homemade Italian almond ice cream tastes like soft yogurt and its sweet in a suitable way. This always 
makes the best desert after a big meal. 
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